
 
How having a photo booth at your corporate 
event can make all the difference? 
 

 
If there is one thing that your Instagram feed has taught you it’s this: People love taking photos to 
document events. Maybe it’s a social gathering or a family celebration. Whatever it is, people love to 
show off how much fun they are having. 
 
That’s why having a photo booth at your corporate event can be a great idea. 
 
For many, corporate events are stressful and hard to get through. Even if you are going with work 
friends, it can be hard to know who to chat with, and how professional or casual you should be. If you 
are planning a corporate event. You simply want to make sure that everyone in attendance is having the 
most fun possible. 
 
Just as you try to create a great sense of ambiance and celebration at weddings and birthday parties, 
people try to do the same at corporate events. So how do photo booth rentals help? In more ways than 
one! 
 
First off, they serve as a place to create natural ice breakers. A few co-workers getting together to take a 
silly picture at a photo booth will immediately lighten the mood. Those inside won’t be the only ones 
feeling the fun either. Other workers waiting their turn will hear the laughter and chatter from the 
booth and surely be encouraged to enjoy in the same way. 
 
Photo booths help foster a warmer atmosphere, a laughing crowd, and a great aspect of the event that 
everyone will be talking about. 
 
Another great aspect about photo booths at corporate events is that it will help you get the word out 
about your brand. Don’t hesitate to post images of your employees on your Facebook page or company 
website. There are few better forms of advertising than putting a smiling face on the front page of your 
site. Of course, you’ll want to ask your employees to make sure that they are okay with you using their 
likeness, but chances are good they’ll be proud to be a part of the company’s public image. 
 
The final reason why photo booths are a great addition to any corporate event is because they are both 
an encapsulated memory and corporate souvenir! Whenever people head to any kind of event, one 
thing they’ll surely be keeping an eye out for some kind of party favor or souvenir. Luckily, your photo 
booth will offer the perfect momento! This can save the event planner (you) a lot as the photos provide 
a marketing tool, entertainment, and souvenir all in one! 
 
It can be hard to figure out how to get employees out of “work” mode and into “play” mode for a 
corporate event. One of the best ways to do it is to get a photo booth set up somewhere in your 
corporate event. In no time, you’ll see people flocking to the booth to take a series of fun pictures. Next 
thing you know, loads of pictures from the event will likely start popping up on social media, only 
improving your company’s reach and reputation. Source: Augusta Free Press 
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